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IOTA NEWS

This issue of ON has been delayed by the need to
produce and distribute the occultation predictions. For
subscription purposes, this is the fourth and last issue of
1993. It is the second issue of Volume 6. IOTA annual
membership dues, including ON and supplements for
U.S.A., Canada, and Mexico
$25.00
for all others
30.00
Annual IOTA membership dues may be paid by check
drawn on an American bank, money order, cash, or by
charge to Visa or MasterCard. If you use Visa or MasterCard, include your account number, the expiration date,
and your signature.
ON subscripUon (I year = 4 issues)
for U.S.A., Canada, and Mexico
20.00
for all others
:
25.00
Single issues are 1/4 of the price shown.
Although they are available to IOTA members without
charge, nonmembers must pay for these Rems:
Local circumstance (asteroidal appulse) predictions1 ,00
Graze limit and profile predictions (per graze)
1.50
Papers explaining the use of the predictions
2.50
Asteroidal occultation supplements will be available at
extra cost: for South America via Orlando A. Naranjo
(Universidad dc Ids Andes: Dept. dc Fisica: Merida,
Venezuela), for Europe via Roland Boninsegna (Rue dc
Mariembourg, 33; 8-6381 DOURBES: Belgium) or
IOTA/ES (see below), for southern Africa via M. D.
Overbeek (Box 212: Edenvale 1610: Republic of South
Africa), for Australia and New Zealand via Graham Blow
(P.O. Box 2241: Wellington, New Zealand), and for japan
via Toshio Hirose (1-13 Shimomaruko 1-chome: Ota-ku,
Tokyo 146, japan). Supplements for all other areas will
be available from jim Stamm (11781 N. Joi Drive;
Tucson, AZ 85737; U.S.A.) for $2.50.
Observers from Europe and the British isles should
join iota/es, sending DM 40.- to the account IOTNES:
Bartold-Knaust Strasse 8: 0-30459 Hannover, Germany:
Postgiro Hannover 555 829 - 303: bank-code-number
(Bankleitzahl) 250 100 30.

David W. Dunham
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LQng De]aY; This is the first year
that the lunar
occultation prediction computation is Uing done almost
solely by the efforts ot' IOTA member6, using PC-based
software (ILOC computed and distributed most ot' the
total lunar occultation predictions for observers outside ot'
Europe and NOD America). The delay in producing this
issue has been caused mainly by work that I needed to
do to help get accurate graze predictions to IOTA
members worldwide. Most of this was accomplished
before the crescent Moon passed thrQugh the northern
Milky Way in mid-April. The graze prediction situation
is now under control, thanks also to much work by
Eberhard Riedel. I decided that it was more important to
maintain diis important IOTA service tjian to get the ON
out on time. Work with lunar total occultation predictions, ard much work with asteroidal occultations during
the first quarter of 1994, also took much time. h's
unfortunate that the prediction problems delayed this
issue until after both the IOTA meeting and the May lOth
eclipse, but the overall situation should improve rapidly
during the next few months.
SQIALEdi= The main purpose of this issue is to
give early reports about the May 10th solar eclipse as
7served from near the edges of the path of annularity
jor our project of measuring small variations of the solar
diameter. These repk)rts start on the next page. Updates
on expeditions for the total solar eclipse on November
3rd in South America are given on p. 41. Issue 3, being
distributed with this issue, contains notices about
meetings and information on possible occultations and
impacts by Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9.
IQTA Ohserver'S Manµa];
a copy of Wayne
Warren's current (1994 March 19th edition) "Script"
draft version of the IOTA manual is now being provided
to new IOTA members, and can be requested by current
members from Craig or Terri McManus in Topeka;
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E-mil address S70-06ll@mcimail.com or by phoning
913-232-3693. The draft manual is free for IOTA
members. Non-IOTA members can obtain the draft
manual for $5.00; foreign orders can be charged to
MasterCard or Visa. If you can wait, you are encouraged to do so, since the final version of the IOTA
Observer's Manual will include descriptions of the new
graze predictions, information about "USNO" (now
IOTA) total occultation predictions, and other information diat is not in the draft version. The draft version is
much rmxe legible, and contains much updated information, diat is not in the difficult-to-read Preliminary
Occultation Manual (POM) distributed during recent
years.
IN MEMORIAM
We have the sad task to report the deaths of two
IOTA members in the USA and of two IOTA/ES
members in Denmark, an especially hard blow to
occultation work in thdt small nation. Each of the four
died of cancer. The 'obituaries for the Danes, Kyril
Fabrin and Neils Wieth-Knudsen, will appear in ON 6
(4).
Alain, txjm in 1958, first joined IOTA
as a teenager when he liyed in Rhode Island. During the
last several years, hp worked at National Optical
Astronomy Observatories in Tucson, AZ. Alain was one
of the first users of the CCD on the Burrell Schmidt at
Kitt Peak for studies 'of elliptical galaxies. He did
pioneering research on the X-ray properties of clusters of
galaxies and on the spectral energy of high-redshift
quasars. He died the day after the shadow of (27)
Euterpe swept across Tucson on October 9th last year,
but he was too ill during the last months of his tragically
short life to observe.
mmLiAkb= Born on February 20, 1916, Dick
died at home in Bremenon, WA, on April 30, 1994.
Astronomy was his lifelong avocation, and he worked
hard tD organize and encourage observers throughout the
Pacific Northwest to observe many occultations and
grazes. Among the imrx)rtant events that he helped
organize were the limit observations of the total solar
eclipse in February 1979, a key eclipse for measurements
of variations of the solar diameter, and the first qccujtation of a smr by & unusual asteroid (216) Kleopatra
in October 1980. From 1938 to retirement in 1974, he
worked at the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard, which in
1954 considered him among the top ordnance engineers
in the USA. He was a stubborn perfectionist; his
obituary in the Bremerton Sun quotes, "If you needed
help working through an idea or sorUng out the

mathematics for your analysis, you knew Dick would
find time to dive into it enthusiastically with you." This
was true of his work in astronomy as well as his job and
the naval history that he also pursued.

REPORTS OF THE MAY 10TH ECLIPSE FROM
THE ANNULARITY PATH EDGES
David W. Dunham
Some repom are given below from west to east along
the eclipse path. After the reµms is some information
about reporting observations.
Detailed plans to observe the eclipse from both the
northern and southern limits of the path of annularly
were mack at tbe cM of the IOTA meeting in El Paso on
Sunday, May 8. Several video records were obtained at
both the northern and southern limits. Skies were clear
at these sites around El Paso., At the northern limit in
New Mexico, nine stations were set up along US 80
where it intersected NM route 9 20 miles s. of Road
Fork, in an effort organized by Derald Nye and Mark
Trueblood from Tucson, AZ. Hans Bode and other
German members of the
Seaion (ES) of IOTA
were at three of the stationS. Walter Morgan, Livermore, CA, set up four mcNre stations s. of Truth or
Consequences, most mannod by observers Hom
Albuquerque. A little farther west and about 30 miles
south of the northern limit, Harold Povenmire, Indian
Harbour Beach, FI., made visual timings from near
Alamogordo, NM.
Bailey's beads were also spectacular at the southern-limit sites, in spite of the smaller mountains along
the northern edge of the Moon. We had 5 stations near
Sierra Blanca, Texas. At my site a few hundred feet
south of the predicted inner edge (limit of true annularly), 3 or 4 small breaks remained in the ring at central
eclipse, as expected from the prediction and contrary to
the suspected south shift that I reported in an E- mail
message that I distributed on May I]. Frank Roylance,
a science reporter for the Baltimore Sun newspaper,
stayed with me during the eclipse and the preparations
for it, and wrote good articles mentioning IOTA that
were published on page IB of the May lOth and page IA
of the May llth editions of the Sun. Some selected
quotes from these articles: 'El Paso, Texas . . . The
Johns Hopkins University astronomer and veteran eclipse
chaser was surrounded by maps and tuned to the Weather
Channel in his frayed hotel room here. At 3 pm Sunday,
he watched clouds of Pacific moisture swirling into Texas
like cream into a coffee cup.", "As president of IOTA,
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lie was calling the signals for dozens of other scientists,
amaeurs and reporters from around the world who had
gatbered here", and "Sierra Blanca, Texas - The quiet
'angdand fijur miles north of this lonely truck stop grew
eveo quieter yesterday. As the Moon's shadow crossed
irm Texas from Mexico and dimmed the morning
sunshine, the temperature fell from 83" to 71°, and the
desert birds settled into the sagebrush."
Wayne Hutchinson, Houston, TX, timed beads
visually with a filtered C-B at a site almost a mile south
of mim. He uMld not describe the complex bead pattern
for about a minute around the central time, but noticed
that the ring remained broken for a 2 - 3" segment at
maximum eclipse. German IOTA/ES members made
video recordings at the other three stations.
Reports from observers farther east:
_ _____
From Paul Maley: Gary Nealis, Houston, TX, videoaped at & soudi edge from Broken Arrow, Oklahoma.
This was my original site and I provided him all the
detailed maps. He stuck it out and it was clear at eclipse
time, while I went to Kansas City, Richard Nugent went
k) NM and Ken Wilcox to Emporia KS. Oddly enough
all of us got data. Gary used a C5 and direct video-identical to my setup but had to perform numerous
manual corrections. To sum up: Richard has 8mm
cunaxder at the north edge, apparently collocated with
people from California. GarY has VHS-C direct, and I
have 8mm direct--all with bedds.
= _ _ __
Later, from Paul Maley:, I reviewed 3 tapes this
weekend, mine, Richard Nugent's and Gary Nealis's.
Beads can be pulled off mine (and Gary's to a small
extent).
However, both he and [ suffered from
disuactkms by people at our site and drive problems, or
I sNMd say manual correction due to the changing
crescent orientation.
________
Ken Wilcox, Bartlesville, OK: We flew to Emporia,
KS wMse airjxm just so happened to be on the northern
limR Danial Johnson from Tulsa, Rick Boswell (pilot)
arid khn Geibel, amateur astronomer from Bartlesville,
OK. accompanied me. By tlying north 180 miles, skies
were pertCcdy clear. I only had to carry my equipment
50 yards to set up. It was a HOOT!!!
[ set up my
Questar 23 feet due north ot" a bench mark (could not
read the number) at the base ot' the airport beacon.
Danial
Johnson established a site about 3/4 mile
southeast on a golf course. We used my GPS to get a
location of both sites as well as the bench mark.
Using a 3 1/2" Questar and Watec B/W video
camera, Igot high resolution of the beads as they began
d
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at the eastern cusp. Dan used his 4 1/2" Edmund
"mortarscope" to project an image on white cardboard
which he video taped with an 8 mm camcorder. Both
Dan and I used 8 mm Camcorders with a WWV time
signal.
Dan and I took our 8 mm tapes back to Tulsa
where Travis Meyer 'KTUL, Channel 8 in Tulsa copied
it onto VHS. Travis was impressed with video images
and played them on his 6 pm arxi 10 pm weather
broadcast.
Richard Wilds, Topeka, KS: Here are the results of
the HeanlaM Astronomical Research Team's observations of the 1994 May 10 Annular Solar Eclipse near
Lyndon; Kansas. Two sites were set up near the
northern limit of annularly.
Site 1 was manmd by Richard P. Wilds and Craig A.
McManus with a 7-inch refractor with mylar solar Mer
and two lS-inch aperture stops. Site was located at
Danish cemetery 0.75 miles north of IOTA northern
interior limit. Video was recorded with digital WWV
time signals to 0.1 seconds. Massive" numbers of
Bailey's bead events were recorded with exremely high
resolution.
Site 2 was manned by Terri A. McManus aM Brad
May using a 4.5-inch reflector dnd solar eyepiece
projection and recorded on 8mrij camcorder with
camcorder time displayed and audio ywv time signal.
Site was located 0.3 miles south of northern interior
IOTA limit. That is 0.2 miles south Qius 0.1 miles south
TANZ tor 0.3 miles south of the nwtjjern interior IOTA
limit per your instructions. Video and visual observations by bodit team members indicated annularly broken
continuously at this site.
HoweVer breakage was
maintained tenuously. Has the SUn shrunk? With
HUNDREDS of simultaneous bead events recorded and
changing Continuously through central graze, how do we
reduce the video!?! Or, do we just send you the tape and
let you worry about it?
—
Later, from Richard Wilds: I have been reviewing
the annular eclipse video and I have a question. When
we are within a minute of central graze we have been
noticing a continuous thin, faint line along the limb. I
figure this is due to the Sun being covered as much as
possible and our field of view is so narrow. But what
could it be with the filtering being so heavy? Could it be
corona, or could it be scattered light from lunar dust
storms? These are wild ideas, but this continuous line on
the limb is a question. [I saw a similar line on another n.
limit tape that I've received, and saw this myself visually
on a projected image during the 1984 May eclipse; it
seems to be the bright lower edge of the chromosphere.
D.W.D.]

:g¥
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=======
—————
Paul Maley, Houston, TX: I got bead data from
Lmexa, Kansas (a s.w. suburb of Kansas City) near the
northern limit 1.0 miles north of the inner edge of the
3.8 mile wide band defined by Al Fiala's predictions.
The time of annularity was earlier by 3 minutes or so
dian ihe prediction. Oddly enough I was 2 blocks from
the Gamin GPS company where Ken Willcox's GPS
receiver was made. 1 didn't know that until after the
eclipse. I should have precise path data to at least 5m
once the differential correction is done over the next
month.
==========================
Alan Fiala, USNO: I observed from my first choice
location near the southern limit and never had to move.
I was on an Air Natiomj Guard base on the south edge ot'
Terre Haute, widi die most nearly perfect weather for an
eclipse that I can recall. It was absolutely cloudless,
emperature in the mid-60s, and fairly still except that an
eclipse wind came up about 10 minutes before maximum,
and I had the van on the wrong side to be a shelter! I
tried to use my body.
The video system had not been used since the
annular-total in May 1984, and I had made some
changes. This is the first time I got an eclipse recorded
with the CCD, and it was amched to the Questar and
that was set up on the very sturdy video tripod. I had
also just bought a folding table on sale at CVS, so the
whole thing was the mOst physically comfortable ever.
AJbough I had set everj'thing up and tested before 1 left,
1 had a very hard time getting the solar image on video,
and for a while thouEht the tape deck had gone bad
again. It finally turned' out that the focus had slipped
pretty badly, and also that the finder is not very well
cenened on ihe field. I Started off with the full aperture
solar filter topped by a stop-down diaphragm; near
maximum I removed the diaphragm but left the filter on
all the way through. Even so, I had blooming effects.
The "bad" news was that I was set on the wrong cusp to
start with. By the time I realized that, I had to make
mamal adjusunents, so during the bead phenomena there
are occasional bad jitters as I reset the position, and I
drink Ht I missed pan of the early beads. I haven't yet
played the tape back but once, so I don't know yet how
many good dam can be salvaged. There was definitely a
good strong time signal on the sound track. That was a
concern for a while because I could only get WWV on
one frequency, and it faded occasionally.
==============
Richard Walker, Ortonsville, MI: I recorded the
eclipse with a lO-inch f/4.5 stopped down to 3-inch and
using a mylar solar filter and a Tuthill CCD video
camera at prime focus. I was in my back yard a short

distance north of the northern limit. Last contact was
clouded out, but the central 10 minutes were recorded
well.
"""=
Scott Fearing, Arlington, VA: I took diree of my kids
out of bed early on eclipse day, bundled them into the
car, and high-tailed it from our home in northern
Virginia to a school in Braceville, near Newton Falls,
Ohio which Joan had said would be right on the southern
edge ot" broken anndarity. While the kids were enjoying
the eclipse with their special solar glasses I made for
them from aluminized Mylar and cardboard, I was able
to get a video made through the scope at high power.
Skies were very clear and the eclipse was magnificent,
appearing like the perfect illustration we all strive for in
geometry - two different size circles just joined at the
inner edge of the larger. The eclipse never did reach
broken annularly from my location but I should have
useful information on the tape. With that completed, we
all hopped back in the car for the 5 1/2 hour haul past
Pennsylvania state troopers always out in force (the
state's main source of revenue) and got home in time for
me to make my 8 PM performance at the Kennedy
Center. Not a moment to spare! The kids got a kick out
of it and I was glad they came as their school was not
going to let anyone out of the building for fear ot' a
lawsuit if any were blinded. We still have inroads to
make in education! It was the same as in Baja in 1991 as
some of the natives closed their doors to the beautiful
6+ minutes of totality because of the warnings in the
media. Oh well. I'll be sending my data in soon.
"""
=
Guy Nason, North York, Ontario: I observed from
my home near the northern limit. Tape not bad. Got
close-up of Bailey's Beads, but clouds obliterated view
for a few seconds exactly at maximum. I'm composing
detailed note to include with VHS copy and will cc to
zou.
Tony Cecce, Corning, NY: Just thought I would let
you know how we made out. We had two sites set up
for video taping. One was clouded out until moments
afiier annujanty, I think (haven't seen the tape yet). My
site was at the observatory, about 1.2 miles from the
predicted southern inner edge. We got a 40 minute break
in dark rain clouds about seven minutes before second
contact. It was an unbelievable stroke of luck.
No observer was absolutely sure they saw a complete
unbroken ring with naked eye observation (through
filters). Our tape ended up with a considerable amount
of blooming, we assume not enough filtering. It appears
that we had continuous bead events that moved smoothly
from one cusp to another. We can't tell if the uneven

~
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moon edge at mid-eclipse was due to actual beads, or if
mountains provided enough reduction in ring width to
reduce the blooming in those areas. We can't wait to
hear where the actual edge was.
We were also unable to feed in the time signals so we
have video only. Let me know if you want a copy of
Uiis tape. It may not be useful scientifically, but it sure
is a pretty sight to me. Overall, I would say we didn't
do too bad for a bunch of first time amateurs on
something like this. Thanks tor the info you provided,
just making the effort put the cherry on a really sweet
cake.
Tbe boucm ljjn£ was we had a great time, which is all
that really matters in the end.
_____
Brad Timerson, Newark, NY: I took my astronomy
class to the southern limit just below Ithaca, NY, to
coordinate with Jay Edwards from Kopernick Science
Center. When we left Newark (NY, near Rochester),
skies uere dear aM sunny. The fdrther we drove south,
* worse it got Afier a vote, we all decided to press on
aid set up diree stations as planned. While setting up,
we even experienced some light showers.
At the
appointed time, however, the skies cleared to provide
some great viewing. The northernmost station ended up
seeing an annular eclipse as they were just north of the
souUmm limit. Station 2 was;at a location between the
IOTA and NASA inwmal graze limits, and saw a few
evems
with the graze. [ was at station 3 just
south of n and saw a very deep partial eclipse. We
never had a complete ring develop. At school in
Newark, color videotape was taken as were about 20
black and white stills through an 8" telescope. One
ndeocape h'cxn the southern graze as well as some timed
~ I trxk will µmbably be all that will be useful from
our e%rts. The kids tried rCal hard, but sometimes
things µst dcdt work out well. One station had trouble
with h ejescope. We didn't have the best portable
ecµpment. As soon as we have derived exact locations
ajxi mack copies of the tapes and slides, we'll be ready
id serxi out our results.
Phil Dombrowski, Glastonbury, CT: I saw the
eclipse from Saratoga, NY (S. Limit) under excellent
conditiow. An annular eclipse is underrated! It was
'ually gum spectacular. Much of the Northeast did OK
vbeauxmh1se yesterday. I don't think many places were
overcast at eclipse time.

COMPOSITE TAPE AND ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONS OF THE MAY 10TH ANNULAR
ECLIPSE
David W. Dunham, Alan D. Fiala, and Paul D. Maley
About ten days after * eclipse, this was sent to those
who made observations near the northern and southern
limits of annularly, as far as I know. It is included
here, both tD inform any observers whom we might have
missed in that distribution, and because much of the
information will be applicable for future eclipses.
IOTA and Al Fiala at USNO want to do two things
during the next one to two months: 1. ' We want to
create a composite tape, including at least two minutes
of the central paw of all or most ot' the videotapes made
near the limits ot' annularly of' the May lOth solar
eclipse, which will be disuibuted to each contributor and
can be shown at meetings to help promote IOTA and
eclipse limit observation in general (the composite tape
will also include one or two tapes obtained near the
cenual line, which [ believe will show the advantages of
observations near the edges of the path of annularly tor
bead observations), and 2. Do a quick preliminary
analysis ot" some of the observations,'and give int"ormation to allow complete analysis of dii usable observations. For this project, we want to get your tapes, and
we will need your help!
If you made visual timings, play Gack your tape and
determine each event timing, just like tor a graze. Don't
send us your audio tape, unless we'ask for it. We'd
prefer that you report the obkrvations on IBM-compatible diskette (or by E-mail) in the format
described in the file "Soleclob.Doc" that was sent to
those who we know made observatiohs near the limits,
and which will be supplied upon request to David
Dunham. The Soleclob.Doc format is simple, consisting
of the date, time (UTC), a code specifying the type ot"
event, and the observation site coordinates.
If you obtained a videotape, please send it to one ot'
the two addresses below:
All PAL (such as German video, actually, any non-NTSC) tapes, and all tapes made near the SOUTHERN limit, to:
David W. Dunham
(phone 301-474-4722)
7006 Megan Lane
Greenbelt, MD 20770-3012
All NTSC (North American video standard) tapes made
near the NORTHERN limit, to:

=
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Paul D. Maley
(phone 713-488-6871)
11815 Lone Hickory Court
Houston, TX 77059
Original tapes am much preferred; make a good copy
to keep before you send it. We can use either B-mm
(camcorder) or standard half-inch VHS tapes. We will
use the tape to creae the composite, and the best quality
will resiilt if we have your original tape. Of course, this
is also important for the analysis. I will get non-NTSC
tapes converted to the NTSC format, and will then
return the non-NTSC tape to the sender.
If you obtained some footage showing your observation site and equipment, that would also be useful for
including a brief part of it on the composie tape. We
will send the best tapes, those for which a detailed
analysis will be useful and that have WWV on the audio
rack, to Tom Campbell in Temple Terrace, FL. He has
equipment hat can insert a running time display (given to
1/60th of a second) triggered from the WWV minute
marks (started from one, arxi also stopped at one near the
end of the observation run, to determine a rate correction). Campbell's VTACT filtration system works for
even noisy mpes, as long as some WWV minute markers
can be heard at all. The time-inserted copy and the
origiml tape will then be remrned to the sender, who will
be responsible for playing back the tape, including
single-frame and slow mode, to determine the bead
timings, see the insructions for visual observers above.
For one or two of the very best tapes that we feel could
be crucial for be analysis, we will keep them for a short
time to determine some of the bead timings ourselves to
use in the preliminary analysis, but this is very time
consuming work that we MUST rely on the observer for
most of the effort. [Note: Some German observers
might have equipment from Cuno that might be used to
insert a time display, but this would be useful only-if it
can be triggered from the WWV time signals; I think
that Cuno's equipment at the moment can only trigger
from the DCF long-wave German time signals]. The
northern and southern limit tapes are being sent to
separate addresses since most of the tapes were made
near the northern limit, aM I need someone else to do
most of Uie work. There are problems with each of the
southern-limit tapes that I have heard about, including
my own (great video, but audio failed), so I want to
examine them to see the best way to proceed with their
analysis; when I am done with them, I will send them to
Paul Maley to complete the composite tape.
After we make the computer run to reduce the
timings, we can generate both detailed limb profiles and
charis for each timing that will enable you to determine
the Watts angle of the mountain or valley causing the

bead event. It's useful for us to know whether your
image is direct or reversed (as might occur when using
projection, or direct observation with a reflecting
telescope), since the plots can be produced either way (or
copied to a ransparency that can be held forward or
backward against a TV monitor; specify the diameter of
the Moon's disk that you would prefer, although a
copying machine with variable magnification could get
the image size that you need). I'm sorry that we can't
just accept a tape, digitize it, and have computer
programs that automatically reduce it; although such a
thing may be possible with a lot of work and programming witj =lays for easy king, there is no support
or time to do this. Maybe this will be done in several
years, but not now. Frank Roylance addressed the
analysis question at the end of his May lOth article in the
Baltimore Sun: "The IOTA observations are so
numerous, and so time-consuming to process, that many
from past eclipses have yet to be analyzed by the Naval
Observatory. Dr. Fiala's application for a 3-year federal
grant of less than $500,000 to hire personnel to get the
work done was recently rejected. 'We got very high
ratings,' he said. But no money."
An explanation of exactly how you made the
observations, especially he focal length of your telescope
or telephoto lens, is needed to' complete the record and
possibly for the analysis. Of course, we need your
longitude, latitude, and height above sea level scaled
from the 1:24,000-scale (or 1:'50,000-scale for those in
Canada) map showing your site. A short discussion
about GPS measurements is given in a separate article:
some information that I disuributed about GPS before the
eclipse is misleading and wrong. We'd also like to know
the distance of your site north or south (measured
perpeMicular tD the pa® of the elevation-corrected inner
edge (preferred over outer edge reference) of the
northern or southern limit predicted by Alan Fiala. If
you don't provide this information, we can figure it out
from your coordinates and the predictions, but this will
slow down the effort so we'd prefer you to supply it.

ECLIPSE OBSERVING
David W. Dunham
yu~LE!1f'e ohseryu!Qn&
a solar eclipse
observed near the northern or southern limits of
annularity or totality is really the ultimate grazing
occultation, a graze of our own star, the Sun. With the
right equipment and location, dozens (even more than a
hundred) of Bailey's bead events can be recorded, far

~

surpassing the number of events that can be seen during
a graze of a distant star. The bead events occur t"or a
ioeger period of time near the limits than at the central
!im, and are more varied. Besides the more interesting
aspay d Bailey's beads, librations make observations at
the limits more usehil than those at the central line,
wtxm some quick bead events can also be recorded and
At the limits, most of the bead events are caused
by features in the lunar polar regions. During eclipses,
* latitixk libration is always close to zero, so the same
lumr mountains and valleys cause bead events during
aKn eclipse. By analyzing beads caused by the same (or
imrby) feauim, the errors in Waw' limb data t"or these
teamrts. typically 0:2 or more, :an be considerably
reduced or eliminated. This is not the case tor central
Zue beMs. which are caused by iumr equatorial features
raj art ajwavs diherent Hom eclipse to eclipse since the
·~ukjc iitkaoon can have any vaiue in Its :9° range.
=Sen'rf' E·:!;mSeS "c3[ = ?#; ==: The
aor=aDcxj given here is more up-to-dare than that in the
_ IOTA Observer's Manual. More general
d some use tor eclipse observing is given in
:emmem chapters Hom the drah version oP ihe manual:
~
4. Accurate Topocenuic Position Determination
byweYer. section 4.3.1 about GPS has errors: see the
semne amcie about this belowg; Chapter 8, Accurate
7"i=u: and Chapter ll, Solar Eclipse Observations.
Set = secoon about die drah IOTA manual in IOTA
News Uxjvc.
Iimx: For making good timings, an accurate time
stgaai MCrence is needed: usually provided by the
morTvbave time stations WWV or CHU. Unt"omnately,
= =mrement TimeKube rcceivers are no longer sold:
.mer mort-wave receivers with digital tuning can be
µ=hased for about Sl00 ajjci more Hom Radio Shack
aM
retailers. A group of observers in a large
might use a strong AM radio station as a secondary satxhrd. if someone takes the lead to select the AM
mocxi ajxt record it with WWV (See section 8. ].4. I of
±e IOTA Observer's Manual). Most local sources of
amt, s»ch as telephone time or time displayed on the
wmm Channel, are usually a few seconds in error and
m ncx suitable for eclipse or occultation timings.
Camcorders are now almost more
=mncmacje than tape recorders. Of course, the audio
part of camcorders can serve the function of tape
recorders. But camcorders also can be used to videoreeord a projected image of the Sun. Video and
movie recordings seem to provide the best means of
recording all ot" the complex Bailey's bead phenomena
that occur near 2nd and 3rd contact during an eclipse,
and these are the most imµmant for determining the
solar diameter from sites near the edges of the eclipse
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path.
It is difficult to attach a camcorder with a nonremovable lens directly to a telescope, but this can be
Jone with other video cameras with standard C-mount
front ends. When Video recording an eclipse, I
recommend against trying to get the whole image ot" the
Sun in the flame as the resolution of the beads will not be
very good. We have found that a field of view of' 20'
(2/3rds of the Sun's diameter) or less gives adequate
resolution ot" Bailey's beads. Whether observing by
projection or directly with a filtered telescope and
attached video camera, be sure that you have enough
light. It may be better to use a small telescope rather
than a telephoto lens. Eyepieces will crack if they are
overtmted wix:n projecting the image. Even with filtered
direct recordings. only record short pans ot' the partial
phases aM keep the front of' the telescope covered most
ot" the time. The important bead events all occur within
about tive rnimues oil second am third
contact.
Whatever you do, practice betorehaid. If you can record
details ot" sunsp«s. you can probably also record the
Bailey's bead phenomena. Due to solar limb darkening,
a slightly brighter exposure will reccird small bead events
better.
,
WWV or other shortwave time signals should be
recorded in the audio portion and. ii possible, the time
should be displayed on the video. A word ot' caution:
Neither IOTA nor the U. S. Naval CJbservatory (USNO)
have the resources to analyze all videotapes that are
bound to be made of this eclipse. We expect to reduce
observations Prom ody a few of the tapes that best
resolve the Bailey's bead phenomefia.
If you observe an eclipse directly with a filtered
telescope, you may need an aperture stop. This is a
cover for the front of the telescope with a hole significandy smaller than the telescope aperture, in addition to
a mylar or odier filter, to obain ihe right amount of light
for video recording the Sun's edge without overexposure
or blooming. If you make or buy an aperture stop, be
sure that it is easily variable so thai you can adjust the
size of the aperture as needed during the observations
without much disturbance. A simple way is to make
slightly oversize holes in a piece of cardboard with a
second piece that is taped in psition.
For example, for the 1991 July eclipse, I used a
S-inch telescope with a mylar filter and a cardboard
aperture stop (both easily removable) only about 1 inch
in diameter to get the right amount of light during the
partial phases. I recommend that you use two equal holes
on opposite sides of the front-end cover. This will give
you the full resolution of your telescope aperture and
allow you to focus the image well. A single small hole
makes focusing much less sensitive, which I discovered
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the hard way in 1991. As the light decreased when only
a few beads remained visible, I removed the aperture
stop, only to find that the Nll-apemre image was out of
focus. I didn't realize until shortly after totality ended
what the problem was and how to correct it.
A!:gjmln!Llnasamaswu The geometry of an
annular eclipse near either the northern or southern limit
causes the Bailey's bead events to occur mainly on one
cusp of the expanding crescent before central eclipse and
on the other cusp afterwards (this is also rue of the
shrinking crescent during a total eclipseL This helps
visual observers and those with narrow-tield video
sysuems, since they can concentrate their attention on the
cusp where the action is occurring, only occasionally
switching to the other cusp to try to catch * tew even5
that will occur mere. Also, it is not rmessary to uy id
measure * position angle of bead evens. since for an
eclipse of this magninxk, it will virtually aiwavs be
possible to determim this from the time u=. ail the
fact that the event occurs on either the "amve" cusp or
the less- active one.
=sLRcs=Qn£: If two or more beads are visible
at the same time, visual observers should give some
descripUve information, such as "dimppearance of
mialj« of two beads farihest from the end of Ujc acUve
cum During annular Cclipses, before cenml eclipse.
you will see beads appear (or reappear) and merge as me
active cusp enlarges to form a broken or complete ring at
cenual eclipse (rime ot predicted simultaneous 2nd and
3rd conractj. After central eclipse, the other cusp will
become acUve, widi beads forming (as lunar mountains
bmk me end of the active crescent) and then disappearing. Vimaj observers cap refer to the four types ot bead
events as "appear" or R (for reappear), "merge ',
"form", and D (for "disappear").
vismal anLQm=hniqm; In order to compare
results with previously-observed eclipses (for example,
'.iseful video recordings of Bailey's beads have only been
nade since 1983), it will be useful to have observations
)t' eclipses made by a variety of different techniques,
such as video - direct telescopic or telephoto, filtered:
video of projected image; visual of projected image; etc.
This would be even more useful if the different-technique
observations are made at the same site. For total
eclipses, it is also usctijj to have direct naked-eye timings
of 2nd and 3rd contact, preferably by many observers
stradding the limits of totality, since before 1972, there
are few observations made with more sophisticated
techniques near the limits. However, as extensive
observations made in Mexico during the 1984 May
eclipse showed, this is NOT useful during annular
eclipses like the one on May lOth. When a high
background brightness remains throughout the eclipse,

bead observations with naked eye (safely filtered, of
course) or ordinary binoculars (filtered or projected
image) do not have enough resolution for reliable bead
timings, even for 2nd and 3rd contact.
For a large-magnitude eclipse like the one on May
lOth, visual observers watching a projected image can
time the 2nd and 3rd contacts, and most of the bead
events, using a tape recorder arxi the same techniques
used for timing grazing occultations of distant stars.
Observations should be made for at least ten minutes,
including at least five minutes before and after the UT of
predicted simultaneous 2nd and 3rd contact at the inner
edge ot" the northern or southern limit.
""""= Another point is that, unlike the Moon's
edge. the edge of the Sun's photosphere is not perfectly
Sharp. So fOcus on the Moon's edge, not the Sun's edge.
However, adjust the brightness level to achieve the
sharpest edge of the Sun that you can. keeping the
Moon's edge and sunspots in sharp focus. There is one
point where the light gradient at the edge of the photosphere is steepest and different techniques should
converge on the same point, but it is important to see
what differences there might be with different aperture
telescopes and different techniques.
DCtaikCl Limit precjictiQns; Alan Flak at USNO
calculated predictions of the northern and southern limits
ot the path of the May lOth' annular eclipse. The
predictions included the positions and time tor two limits,
an "inner limit" and an "outer limit". The inner limit
was the predicted limit t'or thie annularity with the
predicted time of simultaneous 2nd and 3rd contacts
caused by be highest mountain tops of' the lunar profile.
South of the northern-limit inner edge and north ot' the
southern-limit, a true annular eclipse wim an unbroken
ring will occur, The outer limit was where a broken
annular eclipse occurs, with the largest break in the ring
spanning 30° of position angle at central eclipse.
The predictions for the
May lOth annular eclipse were computed by Alan D.
Fiala at the U. S. Naval Observatory using a version ot"
the Depthmod program, that I wrote several years ago,
which he transported to a workstation. The program
needs as input topocentric coordinates of the Moon's
center relative to the Sun's center that were calculated
by Mimru SOma at the Japanese National Observatory
in Mitaka using his OCCRED program; the solar and
lunar ephemeris data were from the standard JPL
ephemerides DE200/LE200.
It was encouraging that diese predictions were in good
agreement with independent calculations by Fred Espenak
at the Goddard Space Flight Center. The agreement on
the inner-edge predictions was 0: 1-0:2, less than the
Watts feature uncertainties.
Espenak's outer edge

"
predictions are about 1' farther outside for each limit,
apparently because he seems to be accepting a larger
minimum broken segment. (See p. 40 for more about
Espenak's predictions.]
E!isgjh!aQ£LQfjmg[lna!kugLg!£AALjgtLEdi=
Most of ihe information above was distributed before the
eclipse, but has been edited here to include mainly that of
general interest which could be useful for future eclipses,
including the total eclipse in November.
Detailed
pnedidom for the limits of the May lOth annular eclipse
arid observing information were mailed to all IOTA
members and ON subscribers within about 300 miles of
the path of annularly. About half of these observers
received U1£ information by E-mil rather than by regular
mail.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE MAY 10TH
ECLIPSE
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Paso, in 1987 to observe a graze of Spica, when I also
forgot my wedge! When Hutchinson gave me the wedge
two hcxirs before the ecljm there was a note on it from
Don: "For God's sake, make a checklist!" So on the
flight back, I took his advice. It is copied below, since
a version of it might be useful for others planning to
videotape tijture eclipses. Your own checklist is highly
recommended for IOTA expeditions that you undertake.
Checklist for Solar Eclipse Observations
Anvil metal case with foam padding
C-S Telescope
Eyepiece holder & eyepieces
Drive inverter and pwer cord
Tools (pliers, slot & Phillips screwdrivers)
Allen wrenches
Clothes to keep things from rattling around
Auto plug extension cord
Small AC extension cord (usually not needed)

David W. Dunham
Nearly everyone did something wrong during this
tchpse: Ume will be few "perfect records", with all of
= =nc1Ensucs needed for a smooth and comprehensve amlysis. on the composite tape mentioned above
±at we are producing. More mistakes made, and how
=y nught be prevented, will be published in future
.
,
In general, those who were able to observe from
Zk=. or wbo travelled to the eclipse in cars or vans,
were abk uj take more equipment and use larger telescopes. ajrxi were consequently
sometimes more
"1-"~m Uian those like myself who travelled to the
ta'pse Dy airplane. Since the Sun is bright, effective
:jomvao(x6 can be mack with relatively small telescopes
= art be uansported by air. Since most solar eclipses
m h rmr hmue will be observed by those travelling by
m. my "xjmknces during diis eclipse might be of some
·akk k) Umn.
As always, I was ve'y busy during the weeks and days
tjelm = eclipse, and was up most of the night before
uepanure packing for both the IOTA meeting and the
eaupse. SUre I've been to several eclipses, I was overly
:oMident in getnng ready for this one. Of course, I
ibrjgcx scmedung, the equatorial wedge for my telescope,
wNch I remembered shortly before my flight arrived in
Houston, where I changed planes to go to El Paso.
Aftir a couple of pdxme calls, I arranged to borrow Don
Suxkbauer's wedge, which would be brought to me by
Wayne Hutduimn, who was also planning to observe the
eclipse from Sierra Blanca. Curiously, Don Stockbauer
bailed me out the same way the last time I went to El

Triµx1
Green tripod carrier
Map tube with maps & umbrella in middle
Duct tape roll, clothes to make it tight
Can put in clothes suitcase:
Mylar tilter with cardboard protectors, all in plastic
bag
Portapac battery
Old counterweights for telescope
Scissors
Cardboard
Pieces of mylar for viewing & for finder
Celestron wedge (Can put in blue bag with collapsible
wheeled dolly, or taken apart and put in clothes suitcase)
Video equipment in silver case
Camcorder
connector for RF-video output
large battery (put in sock with C & T connectors)
battery charger
connector to battery charger
Power Inverter
9-volt batteries (enclosed, one can be in C & T
connector)
Panasonic CCD video camera
Electro-Voice microphone
Audio mixer
Small earphones
2 RCA cords, one for video & one for audio
Male to 3 female autoplug

C~
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Male to 3 female AC power plugs
Small tjashlight
But an equipment checklist is not all that I needed on
May lOth. I was all set up half an hour before the
imemsUng part of the eclipse mrted, everything checked
OUt, so I turned everything ot"f to conserve power. Five
minutes before the observation, I turned things on, but
was husmed to find that the Sun had apparently drifted
out of the field of view. After a couple of minutes of
fruitless searching, I found that I had not turned the
CCD camera on. About a minute after doing that, I
acquired the Sun, adjusted to image the active cusp, and
began recording. i kept making adjustments to keep the
most interesting part in view; the beads were more
detailed than I had recorded at previous eclipses.
Fifteen minutes later, after the interesting part of the
eclipse was over, I stopped the camcorder and turned off
ober equipment, only Id discover ditat I had not turned on
the audio mixer! There is very weak sound on the tape.
but with noise from the telescope drive and other
sources, it might not be possible to recover any time
signals. Use of earphones to check the sound would
have prevented that disaster, as would a checklist of
things to do five minutes before an observation. So I've
when one, repixxluced below, and I urge you to prepare
a similar one. SUggestions for additions to it are
welcome.
Checklist for 5 minutes bet"ore starting observation
Turn Panasonic campra on
Be sure Panasonic camera is connected to camcorder
turn camcorder on in VCR - input mode
Be sure that the solar hiter covers the telescope front end
securely with no light leaks
Be sure that Sun & Moon are in tield of view '
Turn on audio mixer
Be sure that audio mixer is connected to camcorder
Be sure that microphone is connected to audio mixer
Make sure that audio mixer settings & connections are
correct
Verify sound from camcorder or audio mixer using small
earphones
Turn on telescope drive, if it is not on
Stan recording with the camcorder
Follow image in camcorder viewer, adjust as needed

NASA ECLIPSE BULLETINS AND ECLIPSE
PATHS 1995-1999 AVAILABLE VIA INTERNET
Fred Espenak
The NASA eclipse bulletins are provided as a public
service to the international astronomical community and
contain detailed predictions, maps and meteorological
data for future central solar eclipses of interest.
Response to the first two eclipse bulletins NASA
Reference Publication 1301 (RP 1301, Annular Eclipse
of 10 May 1994) and RP 1318 (Total Eclipse of 3
November 1994) has been overwhelming. Unfortunately, Jay Anderson and I have already run out of both
publications and there are no plans for additional
printings. Fortunately, the eclipse bulletins are now
available over the Internet, due in large measure to the
effors of Dr. Joe Gunman (GSFC/Solar Physics Branch).
They can be read or downloaded via the World-Wide
Web server wit!' · mosaic client from the SDAC (Solar
Data Analysis Center) home page:
hm://umbra.gst"c.nasa.govlsdac.hunl
The top-level URL for the'eclipse bulletins themselves
are:
'
ht¥//umbra.gsfc.=.gov/eclipa/9405l0/rp.hum
and
http://umbra.gsfc.msa.gov/eclipa/94ll03/rp.hunl
BinHex-encoded, StuffltLite-compressed version of the
original Word and PICT files are available via anonymous ftp at
file://umbra.gsfc.msa.gov/pub/eclipse
as are directories of the GIF figures, ASCII tables, and
JPEG maps accessible through the Web.
In Table 6 of NASA RP 1301, the 'Int.' and 'Ext.'
labels need to be switched; several observers noticed a
discrepancy in these numbers.
Presently, the eclipse bulletins are available 12 to 18
months before each eclipse. We plan to increase the
lead time to 24 months or more for future eclipses.
Organizations Can obtain copies of these future bulletins
from Jay Anderson; Prairie Weather Centre; 900-266
Graham Ave.; Winnipeg, MB R3C 3V4; Canada:
Internet address janders@ccm.umanitoba.ca. In these
publications, Table 7 gives coordinates ot' the northern
and southern limits of the path of annularity at I'
intervals of longitude. With this wide an interval, errors
of 0:5 or more can result from linear interpolation.
Corrections to take into account the lunar protile to
define the "graze" zones around the limits are given in
Table 6. The uncertainty in the lunar profile data is
usually greater than the error of linear interpolation.
A number of requests have been made for eclipse
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padi dam wiUi an even greater lead time. To accommodate this demand, I am supplying tables for all central
solar eclipses from 1995 Uirough 2000. The eclipse path
predictions were generated using the JPL DE/LE200
ephemeris using the center ot" mass for the Moon. No
axrecoow have been made to adjust for center ot figure.
The value used tbr the Moon's mean radius is k
=0.272281. The umbral path characteristics have been
predicted at 2 minute intervals of time compared to the
6 minute interval used in "Fifty Year Canon of Solar
Eclipses: 1986-2035". This should provide enough
deml for making preliminary plots ot" the path on larger
scale maps. Note that positive latitudes are north and
positive longmdes are west. The paths for the following
7 eclipses are now available:
29 Apr 1995 - Annular Solar Eclipse
24 Oct 1995 - Total Solar Eclipse
9 Mar 1997 - Total Solar Eclipse
26 Feb 1998 - Total Solar Eclipse
22 Aug 1998 - Annular Solar Eclipse
16 Feb 1999 - Annular Solar Eclipse
ll Aug 1999 - Total Solar Eclipse
The path tables can also be accessed with Mosaic
through the SDAC home page, or directly at URL:
h%://umbra.gsfc.mm.gov/eclipse/predicuow/eclipsepaths.html
Naturally, any comments, suggestions, etc. are always
welcome. My address is NASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center; Planetary
Systems Branch; Code 693.1;
Greenbelt, MD 20T71; USA; tekptione: 301-286-5333;
Internet: u32fe@lepvax.gsfc.nasa.gov

PLANS FOR FUTURE SOLAR ECLIPSES
David W. Dunham
122£jygmLKUL Expeditions for this eclipse are
Ming up quickly and most resources in the prime eclipse
path sites in Peru, Chile, and Bolivia have already been
committed. Especially, inexpensive air tares outside of
the large tours are now difficult to tind. You should act
quickly if you want to join any of the efforts to observe
near the edges of the path of totality mentioned below.
Although most of Paul Maley's expedition plans to
observe near the central line near Tacna, Peru, one or
two observers will be staying in Arequipa to observe
Hom just inside the northern limit of the path of totality.
More observers are welcome in Arequipa; for details,
contact Paul Maley at the address and telephone given on
p. 39, or communicate with him by e-mail (Internet) at:
majey %jscdo6@jesnic.jsc.nasa.gov.
Tom Van FlaMem is leading his second Eclipse Edge
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expedition to Chile, planning vd observe from a site in the
Atacama Desert near the southern limit about 50 km
south of Arica. The prime site is near the main paved
highway at an altitude of atmjt 700 m: if fog or low
marine clouds threaen on the morning of the eclipse, the
expedition will be moved on primitive roads inland to
sites as high as 2500 m. For details, contact Van
Flandern soon at P.O. Box 15186; Chevy Chase, MD
20815; USA; telephone 1-202-362-9176; Internet
metares@well.sf.ca.us. General information on the
expedition may be obtained from a recorded message at
|-800-898-EDGE (1-800-898-3343).
Hans-joachim Bode is organizing an IOTA/ES
expedition to Bolivia to observe near the northern and
southern limits. A few other German observers are
planning to travel to Arica to observe near the southern
limit in be Chilean Awcama Desert. Contact him at the
address and telephone given on the last page of this issue,
or contact him by e-mail al Internet address:
bode@kphunix.han.de.
They are working widi a colleague who will be in Bolivia
from July until the eclipse. Since oui son's baby sitter is
from La Paz and has contacts with Bolivian travel
agencies, I also plan to join this' effort in Bolivia.
Americans interested in it should cqntact me, see p. 39
for address and phone, or use e-mail:
David Dunham@jhuapl.edu. But his is not an organized
sightseing/ec|ipse expedition; for that, Maley's or Van
Flandern's expeditions are recommended. Information
about travel and eclipse observing in Bolivia, from a
central line perspective, is given in long articles by Joel
Harris and Jay Anderson in * first issue (April 1994) of
The Eclipse Chaser's Dimt, an exjmimental publication with limited distribution (I® printed copies were
made, but a larger number of" copies are being distributed
by e-mail by Jay Anderson; see Espenak's article on the
previous page). On November 4-6, the League of Latin
American Amateur Astronomers (LIADA) will be
meeting in Tarija in southern Bolivia; the largest
astronomical observatory in the country is there.
IOTA member Romualdo LourenCon; Rua Sao Jorge,
125 Centro; 13200-220 Jundiai, SP, Brazil, phone 55-11434-8854, fax 55-11-406-7001, plans to coordinate
observations of this eclipse in southern Brazil. Also
planning to organize observations near the edges of the
path of totality in Brazil is Oscar T. Matsuura: Chairman, Brazilian Acting Committee ECLIPSE 1994; Dept.
Astronomia: Instituto AstronomOmico e Geotlsico;
Universidade dc sao Paulo; Caixa Postal 9638: CEP
01065-970 sao Paulo, SP, Brazil.
129LARLil 22Annyl,u: Paul Maley is organizing a
possible expedition to Iquitos, Peru, to observe this from
the southern limit. He had special weather observations
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made in late April this year, which indicate a 70%
chance of seeing the eclipse there. But an expedition to
the rxmhem limit is also needed, pssibly to Ecuador or
northeastern Brazil, and so far we know of no plans for
such an effort. Some tables, maps, and weather data
about this eclipse are in The Eclipse Chaser's Digtst.
|995 oct. ?.4 tolal' Weather prospects look very
favorable for an expedition to northern India being
organized by Paul Maley. Bead events for this eclipse
should be spectacular since the path of totality is rather
narrow, with the Moon's angular diameter only slightly
greater than the Sun's.

PROPER USE OF GPS FOR OCCULTATION AND
ECLIPSE OBSERVATIONS
David W. Dunham
In my April 28th message, "Observing the May lOth
Annular Eclipse", i made some incorrect statements
about GPS, due to my lack of experience with the
system (I do not own a GPS receiver and have not used
one, but have seen them demonstrated).
Mark
Trueblood gave me belier information at the recent IOTA
meeting in El Paso. The main error in the April 28th
message is the discussion of using one GPS receiver,
moving from a knowp site, to an observation site, then
back to the known site again. That will not work due to
the change in ,the degradation of the civilian GPS
in6ormation. Unfortunately, this error is also repeated in
section 4.3.1 (coordipates from GPS measurements) of
the draft version of the IOTA Observer's Manual (issue
of 19 March 1994); bat section should be ignored and
replaced with this article.
Global Positionin¢ System (GPS) receivers are very
hardy for finding one's way around. Most ot' them have
useful features, such as the ability to put in a line of
position (defined by two longitude-latimde pairs). The
unit can then be used to tell how far you are from the
line. In this way, a GPS receiver can be valuable for
navigating into a grazing occultation path, a solar eclipse
limit line, or an" updated asteroidal occultation path. In
the field, GPS measurements can be used to check maps,
allowing you to find your way even if new roads and
buildings have been consumed since the map was
published. Mark TruebkxA published an article, "In the
Shadow of the Asteroid", in GPS World 4 (ii), pp. 2330 (Nov. 1993 issue), in which he describes applications
of GPS for asteroidal occultations.
Unfortunately, single GPS measurements are now
often being used for determination of geographical
coordinates of observatories and other occultation

observation sites. This is unacceptable, since the
accuracy of single non-military (that is, standard
degraded) GPS measurements is abmt 100 meters, three
times larger than the minimum 30-meter (10O&ot, or I"
of" latitude or better) accuracy that we want for occultation and eclipse observations.
Averaging a very large number of measurements,
coLlected over a period of at least half a day to use many
different GPS satellites with different geomeuies, may
reduce the error to acceptable values if done carefully.
But often one does not have the time or resources to
collect all ot" the necessary data. A better method is to
use differential GPS, where accurate measurements can
be made in certain areas where some companies have set
up special GPS receivers at sites whose positions are
accuratdy surveyed. Paul Maley describes one such
sysuem established by Trimble Navigation: "What we are
going to do is to use their CBS system (community base
station). There is one in Okla. City which records data
continuously from a known position. I have been told
that if I record data at my site for one second I could
achieve a post mission differentially corrected solution
accurate to within 3-5m. The longer I record the
accuracy only goes to 2m even after a couple of hours.
After dre eclipse I will mail the receiver back to Trimble.
They will download our recbrded information, plus get
data from the community base station in Oklahoma City
and then run a program to reduce the site coordinates."
There are about 350 CBS siCs in the U.S.A.
If such a commercial system is not available, the same
effect might be accomplished with two GPS receivers.
Om is used in the field to measure the coordinates of the
sites there, while the other is kept at a geodetic marker
(or other landmark with known coordinates, at least
accurately scaled from a large-scale map) and where
readings are made simultaneously (preferably within one
second). So the readings need to be made according to
a preplanned rigorous time table, or the person in the
field keeps in communication with the person at the
known landmark, calling out times when the readings
must be made. At least a few readings should be made
at each site to check consistency. Of course, the GPS
satellites used at both sites must be the same, there must
be 4 of them, and their geometry should be good.
Apparently, an accuracy of better than 10 meters can be
achieved wHh diis method over distances up to about 500
km. Paul Maley calls this the "Base site - rover" system
and plans to use it for the next eclipse trips that he is
planning to Peru.
The geodetic damm of the readings must be the same,
and must always be reported. The USNO detailed solar
eclipse predictions, and IOTA'S graze predictions, give
local geodetic datum coordinates (1927 North American
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datum in North America; we prefer that you don't use
H 1983 N.A.D. for now since it is not in our databases
yet). For observations, it is not so critical, as long as the
datum used is reported. The reduction programs also
.tsually assume that reported coordinates are on local
gtodeoc datum unless otherwise specified. Because of
±ese problems, if you use GPS for reported coordinates,
pkase gr'e your own estimate of the accuracy achieved
aixi descnlx: bow that accuracy was achieved. Otherwise, we must assume that single readings were made
with an accuracy ot" 100 m, and the utility of the
jcservaoors mil be reduced significantly (and probably
'Qjjj not be used in final analyses).
Paul .Maley, with help from Trimble Navigation,
;xus d write an article about use of GPS for ON. This
"nil gve some beuer arxi more specific iMormation about
G?S and bow we can use it to obtain Uie accuracies that
dbe aced. Until that amcie is published. Paul Maky
==jmmelxis U6c tollowing good °edmica1 referen= on
GPSS:
a. PaUifiMer General Reterence Manual-ody mildly
z:duUcal covering a lot of practical imjes
3. n£ Guide to GPS Positioning-slightly more technical
m ekes not go into any issues in depth
:. GPS Satellite Surveying-extremely technical, very in
'epe'. impqssible to read.
.
:"k sn4 "I will locate where to get these and how much
=y c=- The general cOnsensus is that the tirst
=5=== is the best overall guide to how the technical
iisµcs of GPS impact practical field usage."
,

f
LUNAR ECLIPSE NEWS
Dmd W. Dunham, Doug Hube, Paul Maley, and
Harold Povenmire
:?R Nq", ?9:
Detailed information atxm this
tcupse. including Eberhard Riedel's graze maps and
:Ka= iix observing some of these grazes, was given on
µg= 2-11 oil the last issue. In particular, the occultaUon
A ZC 646 was observed from both limits, as described
* p. 10. The northern-limit effort in northern British
Camxa rmed more than 25 usable visual timings from
6 CIt" ±£ 8 mOons; clouds prevented some timings at half
jt the stations in the southern part of the chain. An
anaUym of differential GPS measurements of the stations
was recently completed and rep«ied to Dunham.
Tbe three observers at the southern limit in Baja
Calif. each tried to videorecord the graze under clear
sbes, txit ody Paul Maley succeeded, obtaining 8
=ke®5. His position was determined only with a single
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GPS receiver, needed for navigation since no detailed
map of the area was available, so additional work will be
medal in ihe fijture to establish an accurate position. In
the meantime, we hope to complete a preliminary
analysis of the available data in about a month.
Several other grazes during the eclipse were successfully observed in the U.S.A. Harold Povenmire's sixstation Mississippi expedition to the intersection of the
northern limits of the occulations of 53 Tauri aM SAO
76565 was very successfUl. with multiple events seen tor
both grazes at many of & stations. Dunham videorecorded the 53 Tauri graze with image-intensified
equipment at the stan of totality near Jacksonville, NC,
but got oNy tYK) evens wtmj be set up a little farther
south than pLumed due to new road construction not
shown on * detailed USGS mp ot the area. A GPS
receiver would have helped. More about grazes during
his eclipse is in Richard wilds arUcle in tbe next issue.
The ec%se was =ch brighter than the one in
December lm when occultations of llth-mag. stars
could be tinxxi with 20-cm telescopeS. Last November,
1(XMnag. mrs
difficult even on the relatively dark
rxmhem limb oil ±e Moon. The weather was unusually
cooperative, being clear over most of' the southern and
eastern USA.

P

e
!994 Mm' 2S' Eberhard Riedel gave
me a map and
table of grazes 'huing this partial eClipse at the IOTA
meeting in El Paso. but there was not time to distribute
this material ro ithe membership. : The eclipse was
shallow, wi± only southem4imit grazps occurring in the
umbra. The only gazes in the mainland USA during the
eclipse involved stars faimer than ,mag. 9.0, which
prcNibly were not observable, based on experience with
last November's eclipse. Riedel predicted a graze of lj
Scorpii about 300 km south of Santiago, Chile, and in
central Argentina, but the event occurred bet"ore first
contact, during the rather bright penumbral phase. An
umbral graze of 4.6-mag. (u' Scorpii crossed northeastern Puerto Rico. Two days before the eclipse, Dunham
sent predictions to about 8 e-mail addresses in Puerto
Rico listed in the American Astronomical Society's 1994
directory. There was only one response, from an
observer who was out of town and didn't get the message
until two days aPter the eclipse.

µ
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THE H.A.R.T. MOBILE OBSERVATORY
by
Craig Alan McManus
January 29, 1994

The Heartland Astronomical Research Team
(H.A.R.T.) is based in Topeka, Kansas. We are five
dedicated amateur asronomers (four of whom are IOTA
members) who aspire to do research in astronomy and
related fields. To achieve this goal we have combined
our skills and monEy to set up a mobile observing system.
I would like to share our set-up wiih others so that they
can see what can be accomplished by a relatively small
txunber of individuals Mx) have a
m do research.
The mobile unit is imed cm d a VW
i .
It has been modified ody in = fact that it has an AC id
DC convertor insalled aijowmg the tse of ±e VW'S 12
volt svmn when it :s crj a !10 vO4t !Jj1jkl It comamiy
rechaaes d}e battery so mat Full 12 volt power is always
available. The VW ht:eps ou' 'quiprnm warm in the
winter with the help of a ceramic beam aixi keeps
inclement weather out during any .
It is also a
rtreat fur tired and hungry observers. since it has a bed
on top and a stove to cook warm meals on and brew
:offee. The van is also equipped with a reiirigerator that
"uns on 12 volt, 110 volts. or propane. The VW seats
tour, has two swing out ables fix equipuiem: and plenty
of storage for all the imns needed.
The power supply for all our equipment comes from
a HQMLEx2m generµx itMt consiandy supplies 2(XX)
vvat6 of power. It is extremely quiet and allows normal
conversation within five feet oil it. It has more power
than we need at this time but the extra cost for the low
noise level (<60db) will keep us from bothering
residents near where we set up. This was a prime
concern because all 0t"'our work is done at night and
often in residential areas. It will run for seven hours or
more on a single fill. The generator supplies power into
the van via a high capacity cord. It is also available to
run I® volt equipment outside of the van through a
separate power cord. We run all of the electronic
equipment in the van through a I[ijajgusQbujjku
power filter. This helps filter out any interference and
smooths out any irregularities in the pK)wer flow.
The heart of the system is the electronics. The
current imaging system is a CCP-PSA B & W camera
from Iu9iiLL It has a sensitivity ot" .02 lux and runs on
either 12 volt or 110. The pixel array size is 510 X 492.
We have fixind it necessary to run the CCD on 12 volt to
prevent a discernible rolling on the recordings.
The video signal from the CCD is sent to an AMIGA
L® computer with a G!ags&k attachment. The Lykr

1inueSmk&k is made by the E!ISC£QMEbNL It
allows us to overlay a digital time clock dmd the video
signal. The time signal is generated by a
:LQQQjmLL!&cjumQQcL It receives 5, 10, aM 15
MHZ. broad= of WWV. (1JMonunaely, HEATH has
decided k) discontinue most of their kits and this was one
they quit making. They have anther clock available but
it can only receive 5 MHz.) When the signal is locked,
the clock has an accuracy of +/- S msec. This is
displayed visually on the clock to 0.1 secoM. We have
found an exerml anenm is necessary for the dock. We
encountered interference hum * AMIGA and the
gen=or at th£ WWV fha;µencies. A long wire antenna
see=d to elimi= most oil & ixmiiermce so y have
su up a portable quamr-mve amenna (,as 5 MHz) tha
can be easily set up in lm than live mhxitim It nm a
rml d 100 feet. The time sigmj is nm thrcxigh a serial
=d in Uie dock uj Ur serial parr on the AMIGA at 9600
~. The .AMIGA
a ;m'gmn thau :akes :he senai
signal from the clock and displays it in real time to 0.1
secoixis on the monitor
m program to
accomplish this was wrinm by Russell Dvke arid is
available to those who request 1l Tlx: Genlock
combim the two signals (firoirp u CCD ajxi * chick)
and sends the new video signal to a VCR where it is
recorded on high quality tape. We have fbund hat
bWdLBk&kMau= to give is the best mxMing. It
is far less grainy and noisy than most tapes available.
Thisajkywslxstc)recordfajl=otjg=lwuhmore
certainty.
A small monitor is set up by d'e telescope for the
operator to use when guiding tie telescope. The video
signal for this monitor comes hrom Ute VCR and shows
the combined signal so the operator wW not guide the
object under view in the time signals being recorded on
the tape. We are assuming Uiat by using frame by frame
siepping ~
H
(at 30 frames per second)
that we should be able to achieve ".03 to .05 second
accuracy tor events when (he clock is locked on WWV as
indicated by the HISPEC light on the clock itself. The
accuracy of the system is based on the fact that we are
using 110 volt power instead of batteries for the recording syem. We should not have to take into account the
frames per second variations that occur with battery
pwered systems as the batteries get low on power.
H.A.R.T. owns the AMIGA and the GENLOCk.
The rest of the equipment is owned by various members
of the group. The 7" meape refractor we are using
can reach magnitude 9.0 in a dark sky on a consistent
basis. We also have a 10" SC available that can reach to
about magnitude 9.5. Near the Moon, for grazes and
occultatiors, ihe limits are somewhat brighter. This will
allow us to videotape many of the grazes that we
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successfully observe visually each year.
We are
cunently limiting ourselves to grazes of 8th magnitude or
brighter. We are hoping that with the judicious use ot"
filters we may be able to do bright limb and near hill
Moon grazes and occultations. The system will permit us
to monitor a number of asteroidal occuitations each year.
Both telescopes are computer controlled, so finding
objects and guiding on them is fairly easy. The hardest
part is getUng the object to be studied into the field of
view of the CCD. Even on the refractor we are dealing
with less than a 15' field at prime focus.
We have tried to physically isolate the different parts
of the observatory from each other. The generator is
typically located 20 feet from the VW with the telescope
being located about 40 feet in the other direction. The
amenna is run in a nondrsouih direction and always to the
west of the generator. We may build a Farraday cage or
a permanent antenna at our dark sky observing site to
eliminate any interference there.
We hope to expand the capabilities of the observatory
to include photometric work by the middle of 1994. We
are debating the various merits of different photometers
and CCD photometry at this time.
We are always looking for projects to do in astronomy. Two or our members, Richard Wilds and myself,
are working on the NASA lunar dust storm theory.
Early NASA work had some indications of" dust storms.
We are hoping to help prove or disprove this theory by
using blue stars grazing along the terminator. (See ON
(ID) 7. We are using a 486 machine and the reduction
program MIRA to do this with a frame grabber. If you
have any ongoing projec6 that we could help with, please
contact us.
Any suggestions or recommendations
concerning the relative merits of photometers versus
CCD photometry would also be greatly appreciated.
H.A.R.T.'S address is
Heartland Astronomical Research Team
P.O. Box 3938
Topeka, KS 66604-6938

PARTIAL OCCULTATIONS BY CHIRON
RECORDED
David W. Dunham
prdigiQ!m i have been predicting occultations of
hint mrs by (2060) Chiron since shortly after the distant
giant comet was discovered over 15 years ago, using
mainly Astrographic Catalog data. During the last two
years, Edwin Goffin has been calculating predictions of

Qcailwtiors of Guide Sar Caalog (GSC) stars by Chiron
as part of his asteroidal occujtation predictions distributed
to IOTA members around the world. During the last
year, several professional astronomers have taken an
interest in these events, arA special predictions ot' GSC
stars by Chiron during the next several years have been
pub~ by S. Bus et al. in Astron. J. 107 (S), p. 1814
(May 1994). Preprints of these predictions were widely
disuibuted about 9 months ago. The predictions for two
of die events were updated with accurate astromeory with
the 6l-inch USNO astrometric reflector near Flagscatf,
AZ, and partial occultatiow by Chiron and material in its
vicinity have been reported in International Astron.
Union Circulars.
1993 Nw, 7; On this date, a 7-second 80% occultation of a 14th-mag. star was recorded by R.
Marcialis and IOTA member R. Hill, from the Univ. ot"
Arizona, usine a 14-inch Celesurm at Tierra del Sol, CA,
near the Mexican border in the mountains east of San
Diego, as reported on IAUC No. 5898 (1993 Nov. 29).
This could be a 166-km chord, but then the star would
need to be double, with only the brighter component
occulted. Preliminary spectra ot" the.star do not indicate
duplicity, but the results are not, conclusive. The
observations were made with a neiv CCD occultation
system optimized for recording t'airit stars occulted by
slow-moving outer Solar System objects. a briet'
description ot" this system is given by M. Buie Cl al. in
Bull. Amer. Astron. Soc. 25 (3), p. IllS (1993 Div.
Plan. Astron. abstracts).
At 3 other siws EtMer north in Calif. (Palomar, Ojai,
and Table Mountain), shallower unresolved dips whose
depth decreases with distance Hom Chiron were recorded
at nearly the same time. These could be due to a narrow
(less than 10 km wide) dust jet.
1994 March 9: IAUC No. 5965 (April S) reports
observations of the ll.9-mag. GSC star, also predicted
by Goffin. J. Elliot and others recorded a 60% drop for
one OS-second integration from the Kuiper Airborne
Observatory when it was near Recife, Brazil. There
were smaller drops in neighboring intervals. Teams of
ground-based observers in Brazil were all clouded out.
D. Kurtz recorded a 75% drop within half a second with
the OS-m telescope at Sutherland, South Africa. These
events are probably caused by jets or opaque satellites a
few km wide "some hundreds of km from the nucleus".

~
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REPORTS OF ASTEROIDAL APPULSES AND
OCCULTATIONS

jim Stamm
If you do not have a regional coordinator who
forwards your reports, they should be sent to me at:
11781 N. Joi Dr. Tucson, AZ 85737 USA. Names
and addresses of regional coordinators are given in
"From « Publisher" on Occultaiion Newsletter's front
page. All times in this report am UTC.
I have summarized all of the reports that I have
received for the last half of 1991 in the following two
tables and section of notes. Table 1 lists the 1991 date,
minor planet, occulted star, IDS of successful
observers, and references to any notes. Table 2 lists
the observer's ID, name, nearest town to location of
observation, country (includes state or province for
North America and Australia), and the total number of
observations made in the period. The notes section
details those events that included positive observations,
or other significant information that could not be
reported in the tables. 'I am not including notes on
those observations' that may have been spurious unless
there is some sort of confirmation, or the fact that
something may have happened is mlevant to another
observation. Instead, I will place an asterisk (*) in the
Notes column to ihdicatc that 1 have received a rcpon
with more than a "no event....." in iL

Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oce
Nov
Nav
Nov
Nav
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Dec
Dec

13
lj
lj
15
17
21
27
01
01
02
OS
06
14
15
17
26
Jl
04
11

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
:jec
Dec
Dec
Dec

12
19
20
20
21
23
30
31

+

t

1991
Mhm Planet
:
CM SWr
jul 02
56 Mb]ac0 '
PPM 17J8J9
jul DJ
130 Ejektra
mcj -00" 2485
jul 04
53 Kalypso
SX) 164223
jul I?
356 Uqurla .
LlckV 5370
jul 15
345 Tercldlna
ED "10" 0016
jul 17
124 Alkeste
LlckV 8086
Jul 17
899 jokaste
SNJ 157066
Jul 29
590 OCtavia
pm 146995
Jul 31
D Thalia
m 210502
Aug 08
432 PyeMa
m 166014
Aug 10
191 Nolqa
m 145388
Aug 12
702 Alatna
pm 67664
Aug 2J
404 ArUnoe
m 185953
Aug u
% Pandora
PPM 144459
Aajq 27
J juno
m 142983
AW 29
214 A9chera
m 189138
Sep 01
3 Bellona
AGKJ +08" om
Sep 02
ID Flyqlea
FJC 899OJ
Sep 06
676 Melitta
» 161979
Sep 08
lj3 Cyrene
pm mm
sap 00
190 Anpejja
SAD 161512
Sep 10
b N88alla
ic 2j50875
Sep 10
536 mrapi
m 129630
Sep 10
1291 Phryne
PPM 118359
Sep ll
1564 Srbtja
m !6246J
Sep 15
SOS >va
pm 120?60
Sep 22
1015 Christa
PEN 121250
Sep 22
* Minerva
PR'l 92468
Sep
Sop
ace
Oct
Cct
Oct

27
27
02
03
IQ
:2

1005
563
222
14
IB
345

Araqo
pm
Sujeika
90
Lucia
UckV
Irene
AC
Nlpcmne
m
Terctdina PQCj

OHerven
No¢c6
SmlThn
CveSnlOnz
CoFOveSmiOae
Andwad
hNIL
AndSmcHuLDLIc
CopBcmOveLunSjnl
=
Bjksnm
CopMcrMudThnOve
HUKaokknScfSykszl
I
OvcFrz
AndstqSmc
2
AndHawSmc
AndH«snc
San
BlkNcsUp
Hen
3
=
Dlk
Dlk
Hawsmcwadohk
4
Sta
Hen
BulD[1DnzMsKrt
Mcmspr
68338
GrhHon
187253
UpBlksmcHueOik
23948
BlkLap
7305
Dnz
160736
AncOlkHut
5
'or 0136 EhU

Lucia
Nmausa
SIeqena
Papagena
Aquitania
Roqeria
sorga
Padua
sieqem
sarita
Narm
Erigone
N«nausa
Octavia
EMta
Unicas

a
75
451
451
148
163
287
SO

Kalliom
Eurydlke
pauemla
Patlencia
Gallla
Erlqone
Nephthys
virginia

N«nausa
octavia

PC
F7C
pm
SAD
SNJ
SAD
SK)
PPM
PPM
PPM
SKI
pm
EAC
PPM
m
UckV
SKI
F7C
PM

3372
150783
153875
79242
148476
145812
191046
118793
177410
91790
190655
125106
148516
120920
129205
30602
191604
135430
120466

W

ID
And
aak
Bni
Bern
"YD

.

P

222
51
386
471
387
920
731
363
386
796
559
IQ
51
5%
481
306
6
SI
5%

Brt
Bib
Bljc
3an
am
jbr
9ry
But
9yr
CFg
Can

M
Cop
'm
on
Fjae
Ope
Dhy
Den
Dnz
Dlk
Dm
Em
Ewl
Fat
Fau
Fda
Fnz
Fld
Afy
no
Frz
Glo
Grc
YBE
W
GLr
Gcv
GU

OMerver
Anderson, Peter
Barnes, Karenne
Baronl, Sandro
Bembrick, Colin
aenyo, i
Benoit, Oresce
Birnbawn, C.
Blanksby, jLm
Boltman, A. g M.
Boninseqna, Roland
Bru, j.
Bryant, Ken
Bulder, Henk
Byron, jeff
Campos Cucarella
Candela, Bernard
Cavaqna, Marco
Cooper, Tim
csano8, g.
Daiffallah, Khalil
'Dale, s.
Dc La Puerta, H.
Delahaye, F.
Dentel, mrtin
Denzau, Helmut
Dickie, Ro38
Dusser, Raymond
Enqra Hinarejos
Ewaid, D.
Farrell, Fraser
Faure, g.
Fernandez Arozena
Fernanaez Barba
F1drlch, r.
Flly, a.
Flores Martinez
Frazer, B.
Gallo, VLcenzo
Garcia,
Gautier,
George,
Giller,

joaqutm
Y.
Anthony
Roger

Goncaives, Rut
Gonzalez, M.

=
m
ppm
F7C
SNJ
PEN
PEN
PEN

"26" 0444
139268
100727
417482
150507
125737
122416
119895

Town
The pp
Launceston

CanDflDssMosldkl
Haysta
Sta
Rat
BlkNes
OveOaeProSml
BlkLap
DenSdrvac
HonHoz
DtlDssMosPrc
HonSta
SenCka
Meu
CJhk
idaShtSah
Ds8
OhkUdaTak
DhyOss
DenEwiKalKbkjst
Krtplzsprwit
wervonNolOhk
BniBrtCarGrclelSza
SmcOhkMat
9lkLapOhkMal
WadOhkMat
And8lk&ncLap
SmLKhlBni

Country

Queensland - AUS
Tasmania
Italy
Mllano
N.S.W. - AUS
Bathurst
Rtmvoka 3~ta CzechoUovakia
Italy
Alplqnano
France
Abries
wandjn
Victoria - AUS
South Africa
Belqhn
Ahr1ms
Portugal
Funchal
LanqUarrin
vIctoria - AUS
Zcetermeer
Netherlands
N.S.W. - ALIS
Sydney
Barmlona
Spain
France
Sollles"Pon1
Italy
Sormano
South Africa
BenorU
CsLcso
Hungary
Algeria
Alnr
PietermarlUWrq SouEh Africa
Spain
France
Bordeaux
Berlin
Germany
Essen
Germany
New Zealand
Gore
Kalaa Sghira
Tunisia
Valencia
Spain
Biesenthal
Germany
Australia - AUS
Hockham WCBt
Grenoble
France
La Palma
Spain
Barcelona
SpUn
BakorTyc»ernn
Hungary
Aljries
France
Spain
valencia
johannesburg south Africa
Italy
Salerno
Portugal
Listjoa
France
Abries
Oregon - usa
Salen
N.S.W. - AUS
Enqadine
Portugal
Lisboa
Spain
El Escorial

6

No.
g
¶b
2
1
I
2
I
g
1
¶
b

¶
0

I
0
0

I
I
3
1

:J
I
4
2
1
I
J
J
6
5
1
J
1
I
I
I
¶
6

¶
B

1
I
1
1
I
1
I
I
1
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Grh
&m
(XI
Ga
m
m
mc
Tvh
m
~
=
m
EhC
EEK
m
pEn
m
Rrh
m
ra
IQ
Jk
»X

KI8
Nae
mi
Hen
W
Krc
m
Nb

W
Lry
Lhd
Lien
Loz
Lzn
Llk6

m
cm
Nx
Nt:
=
m
m
ptn
Nas
Nes
mb

tbl
mr
mi
m
mc
'Xp
m
PIe
P»
PLr
Prc
Pro
RU
Rivy
E%
Rch
Rod
sm
sdr

W
Sar
Sah
seC
%
9U

sµ
H
=

Graham, Franm8
Gmen, Hter
ma, Jo0
GuaWoni, carlo
Hallr, K
KanU, D
Ka8uOlck, Nrner
Kayms, Tim v.
Kay8, ~rE
Kaymrcl, R0v0
,
R.
Hill, lcm
Hotmnn, e.
Holler, Klaw
Holtx, jchn
Konkw, ~M
Horvach, S.
Ftroch, F.
Hucchmon, Stem
ra, t'LLjp8hi
Ielo, Anconio
Xhn, JO«
jakab, I.
Kim, L.
KocUS, Ancal
Kohl, pUke
KOU-KZ$8, Attila
Krakw Q66.
Kreclow, Mike
Kruijshoop, Ajtred
Mblcek, p.
Larkin, patricia
utroy, m.
ummm, l.
Loeken, T.
Lcnoz, F.
Lozano, T.
Lund, H,
mm, Jobcp
mninet, David
Marx, Harald
mt8ud&, Hldeki
mmc, a.
µbnk, Nrk
Mos¢ctaou1, Toutik
mjaer, m,
Nagy. S.
Nelson, Peter
Neureiterova, E.
yolEhenlus, R.
Norch, Roger
cb8er. Dc Ntudon
okada, Ichiro
Okura, NONO
Ocauj Poner, x.
Qver~k, Danie
Palzer, woltqanq
Patak, A.
ptriu, j,
Porcinl, R~rEo
proswr, g.
Rain, bwitred
RaWvy, P.
mpmorl, g.
Richter, steften
Rodriquez, Diego
Samlyx, G.
Sanaor, Q.
Sapl, C.
SarraUn, M.
Sibtoh, Iud
scarti, g.
Sendai cIty om.
shllxrya, Youto
shmrctyk, januu
mt, j.
mth, Charlie

0

E. pl¢t1rq
~K
Abortoylo PR
Astaqo
Rokycany
arm
BUCHJH
Reading
woKh
NNnq
El Ucorlaj
~«
Rakcanya
Gru
Ruuellton
Carmqle
C8iC8O
8rm
Sheldon

Peruqta
veleen
C8iCW

Pennrylvanla - USA
Ta~nta
Auuralia - AUS
Italy
Czecho8jovaKia
Ctecho8jovakia
Germny
United Klnqckm
Il]inoi8 - usa
Papw ~ Guinea
$mn
Tammta
Hungary
Augtrta
Pennsylvania - USA
Penmylvanla - usa
Hunqary
Czecho8iovakia
Q~ngland - AUS

Italy
Xrmany
Hungary
s[0Km
Hungary
Balatmkwwpe
Hungary
hkald
Switzerland
saloma
Romania
Krakow
PoLand
Sloqen
G0rmam
me. waverly
Victoria - HUS
Tepjlce
CtechoUovakia
TM Basin
vL«orla - nus
Abrle8
France
Esbjerg
Demanc
Germany
s@llcany
czecnouovaUa
spain
jQhanne80urq South Africa
mcaro
spain
sujn
sujEcRre
GermarW
Tenrl
ja~
Ru«e~m
south Africa
mncemy
N.S.W. - AUS
Alger
Algeria
rmmumol
Souch Africa
Cslcso
Hungary
Elllmmc
vl«oria - AUS
Brno
CzechoslovaKLa
Apeo8
california - usa
N.
NM - AUS
Meudon
Franm
Teqa
J~
OKaym
jam
iucamMl
SpUn
Edenvale
SOUEh Africa
wLesoaoen
Germany
P~
Hungary
Naqykanltsa
Hungary
Salerno
Italy
PLe¢e~rLttUq South Africa
Neccecaj
Germany
Rwvou sooou CzechoUovakla
Bologna
Italy
Berlin
Germny
Avila
sum
mlwauKH
wuconsln - usa
Teplioe
Ctechoslovakla
Kecskmec
Hungary
RoLm
France
Ichlmlya
jiujan
La spma
Italy
Sendai
J~
IchlnaMya
J~
Kobielnlk
Poland
Precoria
So«h Africa
woodridqe
Queensland - AUS

I
I
1
1
I
4
I
I
I
2
I
I
I
1
I
5
I
1
6
I
2
I
I
2
1
1
2
2
2
I
I
7
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
3
I
I
q
I
1
3
2
I
1
I
I
7
I
6
2
2
2
2
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
2
6
IQ

X·
'uj
su
m
su
$m
su
Tak
TM
Trl
Mi

m
TIp

m
vac
vm
VCD

YU

vm
Vm

m
m
~
wst
Mc]

wtc

Sprin©, c
st. Goorqe, Lou
sum, JLm
szabo, samor
searu, Levence
$zolcgarTYl, Gyo'qy
StolioU, ALUla
Takaham, s.
Th¢xumn, r.
Tormlj, $0b&Ki8
Tour'ec, n.
Tmqagki8, Bruce
TUILNM, F.
ua, Klyo
Vaclav, P.
velasco, e.
v0j&bco, Pedro
vlqer, d.
VXICIC, Ivan
von Ahmn, url
Wmjj, J.
wauon, Diana
weiner, mvld
wem~, m.
wlnkel, J.-M.
WItt, U.
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Aug 12 (702) Aluda. 47 'observers (Afy Bib
Bnn Bn Can Cling Cvg Dmd ljpr Fda Gcv Gdi Gzl
Hof Hrr Hsz Hzl Jaz Jbr K® KiS Kkn Kub Lhd
Lkn Lry Lzn Mti Nas Neu Otp Pir Plz Rod Sar Syk
Szl Tou TA Tvh Vce Vco Vcz Vgr War Wst Ygt) at
28 stations monitored this event.
Aug 27 (3) Juno. Observers were: Dfl Fid Hok
Hzl Iel Kis Koc Loz Mos Mrx Neu Paa Rsp Szc
Szk TIp.
Sep 08
(198) Ampella. :See [O.N. 5(12),
p.315). Observers were: And Gri Faf Bern Byr
Mom Nor Gir Sig Blk Kru Bry Tre Lap Hut Ncs
Bak HU Gre Smc Dik.
Sep 11
(1564) Srbija and SAO 162463. Nobuo
Ohkura obtained a 4.5 sec. photoelectric occultation
beginning at 12:38:41 from Okayamm Japan.
Oct 10
(18) Melpomene. See [O.N. 5( 12),
p.315).
Dec 31
(SO) Virginia.
Sec [O.N. 5(12),
p.315]. Observers were: Byo Cqs Den Eng Ewl
Fau Flo Fnz Glo Hrh Hzl Paa Pir Pm Ray Rch
Sap.
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The lntermtfaml Occultatfon liming As8ocietion ms
emb(ish® to oncourage 8rd facilitate the §erv&tion of
occuluefons om eclipam.
It provideii predictions for
grozfm ocaj(totiom of stem by the Moon am predictions
for occultatiom of sum by asteroids am pl8nets, informelon on §erving equipmenr and rechn!queg, aM reports
Co the ~tm8 of oHmrvations made.
IOTA is a tax-exenpt
orgmiution uWer section 509(8)(2) of the (USA) Internal
Revenue Code, and is incorporated in the stote of Texes.

The Durhams maintain the occultmrion information line 8t
301-474-4945. Mess89c9 may also be left at that ncmber.
Wen Wdates become availab(e for asteroidal occult8tions
in the centml U.S.A., the information can also be obtained Fran either 708-259-2376 (Chicago) or 713-488-6871

The CM is the IOTA newsletter and Is jxblSshed approximtely four tims & year. It is also available sepamtely
to rm-~berg.

Hannover 555 829 - 303; bank-code-number
(Bankleitzahl) 250 100 30.
Full mrbership in !0TA/ES
includes the swplemene for European observers (tOt81 am
grazing occultations) 8M minor planet occulution dat8,
inclWing last-minute predictions, when avMlable.

The officerg of IOTA are:
Preddenr
cmvid \j. DuNwn
Executive vice President
P8tji MHey
Executive Secretary
Rocky Hgrper
Secrct8W-Wc8swer
Croig ard Terri MCMMMjS
VP for Grazing Qccultation Services
joe Senne
VP for Pl&netgry Occ'n Servicc$
joBeph Carroll
VP for Ltriar Occultation Servicc8
Hotter Morggn
ON Editor
joan Bixby Dtmnom
IOTA/Europemn Section Pre$ident
Mans-joochim Bode
Eberhard Brecher
[OTA/ES Secretary
Alfons Gabel
IOTA/ES Treasurer
IOTA/ES Resem"ch & Develoµmmt
bjolfgmg Beisker
IOTA/ES Public Relotions
EberMrd Riedel

Addresses, nmrtership Brd s6criptfon ratc9, end information on where to write for predictions ore fotrrl on the
front uge.

(Houston).
Observers

frcm Europe and

the British

[OTA/ES,
sending
DM
40.-to
BMtotd-knaust
Strasse 8: 3000

isles

should

the
accotnt
Hannover 91;

join

IOTA/ES;
Postgiro

The addre8se8 for IOTA/ES are:
Hans-joachim Bode
Eberhard Brecher
Barrold-knaust-Str. 8
Ginsterweg 14
D-\J-4730 Ahlen 4 (Dolberg) D-\J-3000 Hannover 91
Germany
Germany
Telephones (49- for Germany, or 0- within Germany)
-511-424696
-2388-3658
-511-233112
Fbx -2381 -36770

